
Conqueror 2081 

Chapter 2081: Devil World’s Holy Ground 

“Why do you need to go to the Devil World?!” Everyone stared at Huang Xiaolong in surprise when they 

heard that he wanted to head over to the Devil World. 

 

“Xiaolong, the most important thing you need to do now is to enter secluded cultivation. You need to 

increase your strength as quickly as possible!” The King of Grandmist spoke up all of a sudden, “If it isn’t 

a must for you to go to the Devil World right now, put it off till a later date...” 

 

Huang Xiaolong shook his head and explained, “No, it’s extremely important for me to head over to the 

Devil World right now. I have to go.” 

 

Everyone stared at each other and saw the questionable look in each other’s eyes. 

 

“Just as I was planning to bring you over to the Rotting World to mess with them...” The Reverence 

Moon Old Man continued, “Your luck is basically heaven defying. If the two of us join hands, we might 

really be able to obtain a level three origin treasure!” 

 

In the past, the Reverence Moon Old Man had discussed his idea with Huang Xiaolong. His plan was to 

bring Huang Xiaolong treasure hunting in the Rotting World’s Corpse Pool after Huang Xiaolong entered 

the Sovereign Realm. 

 

From what he gathered, there was definitely a level three origin treasure in the Corpse Pool. 

 

“This...” Huang Xiaolong felt a little embarrassed as he had completely forgotten about the matter. 

However, a smile soon appeared on his face. “After I return from the Devil World, we can head over to 

the Rotting World.” Huang Xiaolong contemplated for a moment before replying to the Reverence 

Moon Old Man. Even though a level three origin treasure was tempting, it couldn’t compare to the rank 

four Thirty Six Petaled Green Lotus! 

 

The difference between a level three origin treasure and a level four one wasn’t just a mere grade. It 

was like comparing a firefly to the moon! 

 



The Reverence Moon Old Man stared at Huang Xiaolong with a look of realization on his face as he 

asked, “Are you planning on looking for the last devil stele? Did you manage to obtain news about the 

Concealed Scripture Devil Stele?” 

 

The Concealed Scripture Devil Stele was precisely the final devil stele Huang Xiaolong was missing. After 

all, everyone had long since learned about how Huang Xiaolong had already gathered the other five 

devil steles. 

 

Huang Xiaolong nodded his head. “Even though I cannot be certain of its location, there should be a 

sixty percent chance of it being hidden in the Devil World.” In the past few years, Huang Xiaolong had 

ordered his forces to look for the location of the last devil stele. With forces such as the Netherworld 

King’s Organization and the superpowers from the Radiance World, they had gone all out, looking for 

the Concealed Scripture Devil Stele. Even though they had failed to locate it, they were somewhat sure 

that it was hidden somewhere in the Devil World. 

 

The Thirty-Six Petaled Green Lotus was the reason Huang Xiaolong wanted to go to the Devil World, and 

he wanted to find the Concealed Scripture Devil Stele while he was at it. 

 

Even though the Concealed Scripture Devil Stele wasn’t the top ranked devil stele, Huang Xiaolong 

would be able to form the Archdevil Lord’s Stele after gathering all six of them. Not only would Huang 

Xiaolong receive a huge boost to his strength, he would also be able to take control of the origin energy 

of the Devil World! The position of the world leader of the Devil World would be his without a doubt. 

 

It went without a doubt that locating the last devil stele would be very useful for what Huang Xiaolong 

wanted to do. 

 

“Since that is the case, we should go with you.” Cang Mutian muttered in a low voice, “I’m pretty 

familiar with the Devil World anyway.” 

 

Huang Xiaolong nodded. “Alright, I shall head over to the Devil World with Senior Mutian and the little 

cow.” 

 

Soon after, Huang Xiaolong and the others made up their minds on the arrangement of the Divine 

World, Demon World, Hell, and some other worlds. 

 



One day later, the three of them left for the Devil World. 

 

Along the way, Huang Xiaolong returned to the Divine World to visit his family members and Shi Xiaofei. 

After spending a day with them, he left for the Devil World. 

 

Several days later... 

 

Huang Xiaolong’s trio arrived in the Devil World. 

 

When he finally returned to the Devil World, Huang Xiaolong turned a little absent minded as the events 

from the past flashed through his mind. 

 

When he had fought for the Myriad Curses Devil Stele and the Glaze Devil Stele with the other Archdevil 

Ancestors, he was merely a weakling. In the blink of an eye, two hundred years had passed. 

 

Two hundred years ago, Huang Xiaolong was hunted down by Shi Ming, Chiyou, Chu Han, and the 

others. Right now, Chiyou and Chu Han had already died at his hands. He had even killed Shi Ming who 

used to strike a sense of unprecedented fear in his heart. 

 

When Huang Xiaolong and the others arrived, they didn’t dally as they sped towards the Holy Ground. 

 

The Eternal Devil Lands was located in the northern regions of the Devil World, but the Holy Ground of 

the Devil World was located in the Saint Devil Region, in the middle of the Devil World. 

 

The Saint Devil Region was the heart of the Devil World, and there were tons of restrictions guarding the 

place. It was also where most of the superpowers of the Devil World had built their headquarters. 

 

The Heavenly Punishment Archdevil Ancestor’s Heaven Punishment Sect was but one of the powers who 

had their headquarters in the Saint Devil Region. Even Chiyou, who had died at Huang Xiaolong’s hands, 

had built the headquarters of his sect in the Saint Devil Region. 

 



Of course, the three Skull Ancestors who had submitted to Huang Xiaolong were part of the 

superpowers who had built the core of their sect there. 

 

After arriving in the Saint Devil Region, Huang Xiaolong retrieved his Ancient Heavenly Court as he rode 

on the little cow. They approached with Cang Mutian flying alongside them. 

 

There was a massive city in the middle of the Holy Ground and it was called the Saint Devil City. It was 

the holy land of the trillions of experts in the Devil World, and it was the second largest city after the 

Eternal Devil City. 

 

When they arrived, Huang Xiaolong flew towards the Saint Devil City and realized that it was also the 

location all the experts from the thirty six cities were gathering at. 

 

A trace of suspicion formed in Huang Xiaolong’s heart. Had the news of the Thirty Six Petaled Green 

Lotus leaked? It should be impossible as the little cow and Cang Mutian were the only ones who knew 

about their objective. 

 

When they saw how the experts of the superpowers gathered in the Saint Devil City, the little cow and 

Cang Mutian couldn’t help but feel that something was off. 

 

After asking around, they finally realized that there were rumors going around that a level one origin 

treasure, the Four Spirits Jade Zoysia, had appeared in the Holy Ground. 

 

As soon as the news had got out, the experts from the various superpowers had started pouring into the 

Saint Devil City. 

 

“Four Spirits Jade Zoysia...” The little cow laughed, “It seems like our luck is pretty good. We managed to 

run into the Four Spirits Jade Zoysia right after our arrival here. There should be two of them appearing 

at once, a male stalk and a female stalk.” 

 

Huang Xiaolong nodded his head. Even though the mid-level one Four Spirits Jade Zoysia was of no use 

to him, the little cow and Cang Mutian would be able to benefit a little from it. 

 



Very quickly, the three of them blended into the crowd and entered the city. 

 

As soon as they entered, they saw tons of troops from the Heavenless Devil Legion patrolling the place. 

 

“I’ve heard that the Archdevil Ancestors have all gathered here for the birth of the Four Spirits Jade 

Zoysia. Even experts from the Kingdom of Devil Beasts are here. The Two-headed Devil Dragon Emperor 

and Princess Zhao Rou arrived recently...” 

 

“That’s not all! I’ve heard that seven of the Great Emperors from the empires of the Kingdom of Devil 

Beasts have made their appearance. The only two missing are the Heaven Devouring Great Emperor and 

the Blue-eyed Lion Great Emperor.” 

 

“There were rumors that the Blue-eyed Lion Emperor met his end at Huang Xiaolong’s hand. As for the 

Heaven Devouring Great Emperor, it seemed like he joined Huang Xiaolong’s camp. I wonder if that’s 

true.” 

 

The chatter and discussion soon made its way into Huang Xiaolong’s ears. 

 

A tremor ran through Huang Xiaolong’s heart. If Cang Mutian hadn’t reappeared, the strongest expert in 

the Kingdom of Devil Beasts would be Zhao Yuan, the Two-headed Devil Dragon Great Emperor. Since 

Cang Mutian’s reappearance, Zhao Yuan had become somewhat suppressed due to Cang Mutian’s 

prestige. 

 

“I could have never thought that that kid, Zhao Yuan, would come.” Cang Mutian laughed. According to 

him, the Two-headed Devil Dragon Emperor was merely a junior. 

 

When the three Skull Ancestors heard that Huang Xiaolong had arrived, they quickly rushed out in order 

to welcome him. 

 

They knew that Huang Xiaolong liked to keep a low profile. Hence, they didn’t prepare a grand 

welcoming ceremony. The only people who came to receive him were the three of them. 

 



With their invitation, Huang Xiaolong quickly made his way over to the Devil Skull Sect situated in the 

Saint Devil City. 

 

 

Chapter 2082: Thousand Despair Devil Sect 

When Huang Xiaolong, the little cow, and Chang Mutian entered the Devil Skull Sect’s main hall, they 

were quickly directed to the main seats. The three ancestors personally brewed the tea that was served 

to Huang Xiaolong’s group. The three ancestors’ attitude was nothing short of respectful. 

 

If anyone in the Devil World were to look at the scene playing out in the main hall right now, their jaws 

would drop to the ground. One had to know that the Devil Skull Sect was a super sect ranked among the 

top five superpowers of the Devil World. The three Skull Ancestors were all Emperors at the peak of the 

late-Tenth Order. They were merely half a step away from entering the Sovereign Realm, but they were 

like servants in front of Huang Xiaolong and his party. 

 

Huang Xiaolong held the teacup in his hand as he took a sip. Fragrant and refreshing tea flowed down 

his throat, and his spirits lifted immediately. The tea leaves came from the Lightning Moon Tree in the 

Devil World. The effects of the tea didn’t lose out to ordinary grandmist pills in the slightest. 

 

Huang Xiaolong casually asked about the happenings in the past few years. 

 

As soon as they received the question, they told Huang Xiaolong everything they knew. Ever since the 

Devil Skull Sect had thrown in their lot with Huang Xiaolong, their strength had increased by leaps and 

bounds. Right now, there were signs of them pushing their way into the top four superpowers in the 

Devil World. 

 

Despite all their gains, none of the three ancestors had managed to enter the Sovereign Realm. If any 

single one of them could break into the Sovereign Realm, they would definitely be able to fight for a 

spot in the top three superpowers in the Devil World. 

 

When Huang Xiaolong asked about the situation in the Devil World, he realized that nothing much had 

changed. Perhaps it had something to do with the great war in the Radiance World. Everyone was 

shocked at Huang Xiaolong’s display of strength. Right now, all the experts who were ready to make a 

move had started to behave themselves as they faded into the background. 

 



“Previously, several old devils wanted to take over the position of the Archdevil Lord of the Devil World. 

Ever since the battle in the Radiance World, all of them have disappeared after receiving the scare of 

their lives.” One of the three Skull ancestors chuckled with glee. “Your Majesty has managed to scare 

them off without lifting a finger!” 

 

It was true. The mere mention of Huang Xiaolong’s name could cause the old monsters to think twice 

before doing anything. 

 

Right now, there were tons of old monsters who had privately named Huang Xiaolong as ‘Death God 

Huang.’ In the past one thousand years, Huang Xiaolong had reaped the lives of many after rising to 

power. He had killed countless ancestor-level figures. 

 

As for the Sovereign Realm experts he had killed, their names were noted down in the annals of history! 

Everyone knew Huang Xiaolong’s shocking achievements! 

 

At the start, the Sovereigns like Lu Kun, Chiyou, and others, who had barely entered the Sovereign 

Realm, had fallen at Huang Xiaolong’s hands. However, he had soon progressed to kill the existences like 

Shi Ming, Chen Fushan, and the others whose reputation had always shaken the world. 

 

The number of Sovereigns who had died at Huang Xiaolong’s hands was seventeen! 

 

As for overlord figures at Shi Ming’s level, there were six of them! 

 

If Huang Xiaolong didn’t gain a reputation as a death god, no one else would be able to claim the title! 

 

The little cow turned to Huang Xiaolong and chuckled, “Your reputation has already grown to be larger 

than mine. No, no, no, this isn’t good. Now that the Four Spirits Jade Zoysia is going to appear, you can’t 

make a move! Let me do it! I’ll be the one to take care of everything!” 

 

Huang Xiaolong and Cang Mutian burst into laughter when they heard what she said. 

 

Refusing to reply to her, Huang Xiaolong continued asking about the matters that happened in the Devil 

World before ordering the three Skull Ancestors to take note of the matters related to the Four Spirits 



Jade Zoysia. He also ordered for them to keep a lookout for the Thirty-Six Petaled Green Lotus and the 

Concealed Scripture Devil Stele. 

 

After passing down all his instructions, Huang Xiaolong sent the three of them away. Before they left, 

Huang Xiaolong warned them not to allow news of either the lotus or the devil stele to spread. 

 

When the three of them left, the little cow suggested going out on a stroll. Huang Xiaolong agreed 

instantly. Even though he had entrusted the three Skull Ancestors with the task of looking for the Four 

Spirits Jade Zoysia, Green Lotus, and the Concealed Scripture Devil Stele, he couldn’t remain idle. 

 

Not to mention he was the person who had refined the five other devil steles. If the Concealed Scripture 

Devil Stele was really located in the Saint Devil Region, he would be able to detect it. 

 

It was the same for the Thirty-Six Petaled Green Lotus. When the Ancient Heavenly Emperor had 

obtained the Thirty-Six Petaled Green Lotus in the past, he had placed it in the Complete Heaven Palace 

in order to nourish it with the starlight from the Complete Heaven Star Formation. The lotus had long 

since absorbed energy from the Ancient Heavenly Court. This would enable Huang Xiaolong to locate it if 

it was nearby. 

 

As long as it was nearby, Huang Xiaolong would feel the presence of the lotus with the help of the 

Ancient Heavenly Court. 

 

Before long, the three of them left the Devil Skull Sect, and they started to stroll around the streets of 

Saint Devil City. 

 

As they walked around, Huang Xiaolong didn’t stop searching for the Thirty-Six Petaled Green Lotus and 

the Concealed Scripture Devil Stele. 

 

Whatever the case, the Saint Devil City was massive, and it didn’t lose out to the Eternal Devil City in 

size. 

 

After a day, Huang Xiaolong barely managed to look through less than one-ten thousandth of the city. 

 



Luckily for Huang Xiaolong, he had the Ancient Heavenly Court. He had also refined the other five devil 

steles that would enable him to feel if the treasures were nearby. 

 

Ten days later, Huang Xiaolong finally managed to scan through the Saint Devil City. It was a pity he 

failed to locate either the lotus or the devil stele. A wave of disappointment swept through Huang 

Xiaolong. 

 

They quickly expanded their search radius to the outside of the Saint Devil City as they started sweeping 

outwards. 

 

Eventually, Huang Xiaolong’s party arrived at one of the mountain ranges outside of Saint Devil City. 

 

Right before they could enter the mountain range, they were stopped by a group of disciples from the 

Devil Race. 

 

“Hold it right there! This is the restricted region of our Thousand Despair Devil Sect! There will be no 

messing about here! Outsiders are not permitted entry!” One of the disciples yelled. 

 

Huang Xiaolong and the other two Sovereigns looked at the disciple with a dumbfounded expression on 

their faces. 

 

“Oh? The Thousand Despair Devil Sect?” A smile appeared on Huang Xiaolong’s face as he continued, 

“When did the Thousand Despair Devil Sect manage to set up their forbidden region outside the Saint 

Devil City?” 

 

The Thousand Despair Devil Sect was ranked in the twenties in the Devil World, and Huang Xiaolong 

knew the strength they possessed. 

 

The Heavenless Devil Legion controlled the region around the Saint Devil City, and it couldn’t belong to 

the Thousand Despair Devil Sect. The disciples of the sect had probably sealed it off themselves. 

 



A murderous gaze flashed in the disciple’s eyes as a massive blade appeared in his hand. “Brat, you 

better f*ck off before I cut you down. Our young master has ordered that no one is to step into the area, 

so you better leave now. If you dare to approach, I’ll chop your head off!” 

 

Huang Xiaolong, the little cow, and Cang Mutian roared with laughter when they heard what he said. 

 

They had never expected that some God Kings and Heavenly Monarchs would yell and shout in front of 

them. Neither had they expected to be threatened to have their heads cut off. 

 

When the Thousand Despair Devil Sect’s disciples saw that the group in front of them was laughing 

instead of leaving, they raised their blades. Just as they were about to make a move, another group of 

disciples appeared in the distance. When the members of the Thousand Despair Devil Sect saw the 

newcomers, their expressions changed. 

 

“Wu Qianzhen, you guys sure are bold. How dare you seal off an area ten million miles around the 

mountain range?” The person who spoke was a pretty lady, and she couldn’t help but sneer at them. “If 

the members of my Devil Emperor Sect want to go in, are you going to chop our heads off too?” 

 

The Devil Emperor Sect was ranked in the top ten superpowers in the Devil World. Even though they 

were a little more than ten places in front of the Thousand Despair Devil Sect, they were a power the 

Thousand Despair Devil Sect could never dream of touching. It was no wonder the expressions of the 

disciples from the Thousand Despair Devil Sect changed when they saw the newcomers. 

 

The disciple who was called Wu Qianzhen, couldn’t help but stutter, “Zhi Sijia, don’t go too far!” 

 

The pretty girl chuckled in response, “You’re not qualified to block my way. Scram!” 

 

Wu Qianzhen of the Thousand Despair Devil Sect blanched, and he eventually led the members of his 

sect away. Right before they left, he glared at Huang Xiaolong. Even though he could not dare to report 

the members of the Devil Emperor Sect, he was more than willing to blame everything on Huang 

Xiaolong. 

 

 

Chapter 2083: Devil Extermination Gate 



Huang Xiaolong couldn’t be bothered to move against disciples like Wu Qianzhen. He didn’t care about 

the glare Wu Qianzhen shot at him as he casually wandered away with the little cow and Cang Mutian in 

tow. 

 

After all, they were merely the Thousand Despair Devil Sect. 

 

When the members of the Thousand Despair Devil Sect left, the female disciple of the Devil Emperor 

Sect, Zhu Sijia, turned around and spoke to Huang Xiaolong. “Don’t worry. Everything is fine now. 

Haven’t you realized that the regions outside the Saint Devil City are extremely dangerous? You should 

follow the elders of your sect around.” 

 

It was clear that Zhu Sijia had taken Huang Xiaolong to be some disciple following his faction’s elders 

around. 

 

This time, the appearance of the Four Spirits Jade Zoysia had attracted lots of superpowers. Some of the 

juniors had followed their elders to the Saint Devil City in order to gain experience and widen their 

horizons. They were also ready to make some connections with the disciples from the other sects. 

 

After hearing how Zhu Sijia warned him about the dangers with the tone of an elder, Huang Xiaolong 

couldn’t help but chuckle to himself, “Alright.” 

 

When was the last time anyone had lectured him? 

 

With his current identity, even the Reverence Moon Old Man and the King of Grandmist wouldn’t talk to 

him in that tone. 

 

After seeing how Huang Xiaolong brushed her off, a frown formed on Zhu Sijia’s face. Even though she 

was clearly displeased with Huang Xiaolong’s attitude, she remained quiet as she watched them leave. 

 

“Hold it!” Before they could enter the mountain range, a disciple who stood behind Zhu Sijia yelled at 

them. “My Senior Sister saved you guys! Why aren’t you thanking her?” 

 



The little cow, Cang Mutian, and Huang Xiaolong stopped as they turned around to stare at the group of 

disciples from the Devil Emperor Sect. 

 

Before they could say anything, Zhu Sijia raised her hand and stopped her junior brother from going any 

further. “Junior Brother Wang, forget it.” 

 

Huang Xiaolong wasn’t enraged in the slightest as a gentle smile formed on his face. “Alright... I would 

like to thank you for saving me today. If you meet with any difficulties in the future, you can look for 

me.” 

 

Just like that, Huang Xiaolong made a promise to the members of the Devil Emperor Sect. 

 

Zhu Sijia and the others stared at him with a dumbfounded expression. 

 

“That’s rich...” The disciple who had spoken up previously continued, “Are you sure you’ll be able to 

solve a problem that even my senior sister cannot solve? Do you really think that our Devil Emperor Sect 

needs your help?” 

 

Huang Xiaolong simply chuckled in a low voice before bringing the little cow and Cang Mutian away. 

 

The disciple sneered when he saw the backs of Huang Xiaolong and the others. “A retard who doesn’t 

know the immensity of heaven and earth. He’s full of sh*t...” He turned to Zhu Sijia and continued, 

“Senior Sister, you shouldn’t have bothered helping him!” 

 

“What a waste of time...” 

 

The other disciples from the Devil Emperor Sect couldn’t help but curse at Huang Xiaolong after seeing 

that he had left. 

 

Zhu Sijia shook her head and turned to face the others. “Let’s go. We have to head back right now. I 

received news that Junior Brother Huang offended the members of the Devil Extermination Gate...” 

 



“Devil Extermination Gate?!” The group of disciples gasped in shock. 

 

The Devil Extermination Gate was the seventh-ranked superpower in the Devil World. It was the faction 

the Devil Extermination Archdevil Ancestor had founded in the past. 

 

As for the Devil Extermination Archdevil Ancestor himself, he was ranked fifth among the twelve 

Archdevil Ancestors. Despite being a little weaker than Chiyou, his reputation resounded far and wide. 

 

“That’s right...” A look of worry flashed across Zhu Sijia’s face as she continued to explain the situation 

to the others. “An ancestor of the Exterminating Devil Gate brought several experts over to our sect in 

the Saint Devil City in order to demand an explanation.” 

 

If they failed to deal with the matter, the Devil Emperor Sect would probably... 

 

When they thought about the possibilities, everyone felt their hearts sinking. 

 

No longer hesitating, Zhu Sijia and the others charged towards Saint Devil City in order to negotiate with 

the members of the Devil Extermination Gate. 

 

As soon as she arrived at their sect’s headquarters, she saw her master, Huang Zhe. She hastily asked 

about the situation, “Master, how are things with the Devil Extermination Gate?” 

 

Huang Zhe was an Emperor at the peak of the late-Fourth Order, and he was one of the ancestors in the 

Devil Emperor Sect. Zhi Sijia’s junior brother, Huang Junfan, was also his disciple, and he was the one 

who had offended the Devil Extermination Gate’s disciple. 

 

Huang Zhe felt the rage bubbling in his heart as he spat in anger, “Zheng Hao is going too far! He wants 

me to hand over Junfan, and he also wants me to bring gifts over to appease his anger personally! He 

wants ten thousand high-grade grandmist spiritual pills as compensation!” 

 

Zheng Hao was the Devil Extermination Gate’s ancestor, and he was a high-level Emperor to boot. 

 



Zhu Sijia’s face changed the moment she heard about the price Zheng Hao demanded. Huang Junfan 

was the son of her master, Huang Zhe, and he possessed incredible talent. He had always been doted on 

by Huang Zhe, and there was no way he would hand his son over to the members of the Devil 

Extermination Gate! It went without a doubt that Huang Junfan would suffer a miserable fate as soon as 

he was handed over. 

 

Moreover, the ten thousand high-grade grandmist spiritual pills were nothing more than blatant 

extortion. Even high-level Emperors in the Devil Emperor Sect wouldn’t be able to bring out so many 

high-grade grandmist spiritual pills, let alone a mid-level Emperor like Huang Zhe. 

 

“Also... Zheng Hao mentioned that if we fail to give him ten thousand high-grade grandmist spiritual 

pills, he would order his disciples to trash the members of our Devil Emperor Sect on sight!” Huang Zhe 

raged. 

 

Zhu Sijia’s expression turned ugly when she heard what he said. 

 

... 

 

After Huang Xiaolong entered the mountain range, he searched for half a day before returning to the 

Saint Devil City before night fell. 

 

“The disciples of the Devil Extermination Gate are fighting with the members of the Devil Emperor Sect! 

Hurry up. Things are getting heated up!” 

 

“I’ve heard that Huang Zhe’s son, Huang Junfan, managed to injure Zheng Hao’s disciple! Zheng Hao 

ordered for Huang Zhe to hand Huang Junfan over before sending over ten thousand high-grade 

grandmist spiritual pills as compensation!” 

 

“The Devil Extermination Gate is going overboard. Huang Zhe can’t hand his son over! Not to mention 

the exorbitant number of high-grade grandmist spiritual pills...” 

 

“They are the Devil Extermination Gate, after all. No matter how strong the Devil Emperor Sect is, they 

wouldn’t be able to go against the Devil Extermination Gate!” 

 



Huang Xiaolong’s group of three stared at each other when they heard the news. 

 

“Devil Emperor Sect?” The little cow roared with laughter. “Isn’t that lass from the Devil Emperor Sect? 

Hey! Xiaolong, let’s go take a look!” 

 

The little cow didn’t bother waiting for Huang Xiaolong’s reply as she charged straight towards the 

battle. Cang Mutian followed behind the two of them as a smile appeared on his face. 

 

Very quickly, the three of them arrived at the scene of the fight. 

 

By the time they arrived, a crowd had formed. 

 

An invisible pressure appeared and forced everyone in their way apart as a path formed before the 

three of them. As they made their way towards the fight, they saw tens of people facing off against each 

other. Some disciples were already wounded as both parties glared at each other without intentions of 

backing off. 

 

Among the disciples from the Devil Emperor Sect, Huang Xiaolong caught sight of Zhu Sijia and her junior 

brother, who had scolded them when they had walked off. 

 

When Huang Xiaolong turned to look at the members of the Devil Extermination Gate, he saw members 

of the Thousand Despair Devil Sect in the mix as he recognized the disciples who had stopped him from 

entering the mountain range. 

 

When Huang Xiaolong saw Wu Qianzhen, Wu Qianzhen turned around, and their gazes met. As soon as 

Wu Qianzhen saw Huang Xiaolong, a sinister smile appeared on his face. 

 

 

Chapter 2084: Are You Qualified to Call Me Your Brother? 

Wu Qianzhen stared at Huang Xiaolong for a moment before turning to the members of the Devil 

Extermination Gate. “Senior Brother Zhou, that brat is with Zhu Sijia!” 

 



Zhou Tianyu turned to stare at Huang Xiaolong, the little cow, and Cang Mutian. 

 

Of course, the little disturbance alerted Zhu Sijia and the other disciples of the Devil Emperor Sect. They 

turned to stare at Huang Xiaolong’s party. 

 

“Why is he here?” Zhu Sijia was taken aback when she noticed Huang Xiaolong’s presence. 

 

Her Junior Disciple Wang couldn’t help but frown. “What’s he doing here? Is he here to join in the fun?! 

This isn’t the Thousand Despair Devil Sect. Our Devil Emperor Sect won’t be able to protect him...” 

 

A disciple from the Devil Extermination Sect waved his hand as he didn’t care too much about Huang 

Xiaolong’s presence. “Go. Take them all down. Make them kneel before me. I have something to ask 

them.” 

 

“Yes, Senior Brother Zhou...” The disciple moved towards Huang Xiaolong’s trio as soon as he heard 

Zhou Tianyu’s order. 

 

Two disciples appeared before Huang Xiaolong and the others. 

 

“Are you going to go over and kneel in front of Senior Brother Zhou, or am I going to have to make you 

do it?” One of the disciples sneered at Huang Xiaolong. 

 

It was too bad the little cow didn’t want to deal with him as she raised her leg to send them both several 

feet under. They were smashed into the earth with a single stomp, and they didn’t even have time to cry 

out before they died. 

 

Everyone stared at the scene before them in shock. 

 

This... 

 

Even the members of the Devil Emperor Sect stared at the little cow in shock. 

 



The little cow turned towards the members of the Devil Extermination Gate and snorted, “Kid, you’re 

looking down on me. Why did you send two shrimps over to mess around with me? Let me ask you right 

now. Are you coming over to kneel before me, or am I going to have to make a move? Actually, I’m too 

lazy to deal with little ants like you.” 

 

Zhou Tianyu stared at the bodies of their fellow disciples in shock. When he heard what the little cow 

said, his expression fell as a cold glint flashed through his eyes. He glared at Huang Xiaolong’s group as 

he threatened, “Do you really think that I won’t kill you just because you have the backing of the Devil 

Emperor Sect? How dare you kill my men? I’ll kill everyone related to you!” 

 

As soon as the words left his lips, he turned to the disciples behind him and ordered, “Go! Take them 

down right now! Do not kill them. I will personally decide their fate!” 

 

Tens of disciples behind Zhou Tianyu nodded their heads as they charged towards Huang Xiaolong’s 

group of three. 

 

It was too bad they couldn’t even approach Huang Xiaolong. With a single breath from the little cow, 

countless bolts of lightning fell, and every single disciple from the Devil Extermination Gate turned into a 

pile of grey ash. 

 

Zhou Tianyu, Wu Qianzhen, and even the members of the Devil Emperor Sect stared at the scene before 

them with their jaws agape. 

 

Zhou Tianyu finally snapped back to reality when he realized what had just happened. As the blood 

drained from his face, he felt his world spinning. He snapped at the three of them, “Who the hell are 

you?!” 

 

Huang Xiaolong didn’t bother replying. 

 

The little cow chuckled in response, “Little kid, did you just say that you wanted to decide our fates? 

Weren’t you planning to kill us?” 

 

Zhou Tianyu’s face turned red, and he suppressed the fear in his heart. “When my master and the other 

experts from the Devil Extermination Gate arrive, you’ll be dead!” 



 

Zhu Sijia was afraid that Huang Xiaolong wouldn’t know who Zhou Tianyu was, and she quickly piped up, 

“His master is Zheng Hao, an ancestor of the Devil Extermination Gate!” 

 

Huang Xiaolong knew that she meant well, and he returned her kind intentions with a smile. 

 

“Zheng Hao? Never heard of him.” The little cow continued her banter. 

 

Indeed, even though Zheng Hao was a high-level Emperor in the Devil Extermination Gate, he was a 

mere nobody in the Saint Devil World. How would his name ever enter the little cow’s ears? 

 

For an overlord like the little cow, the only Emperors she would remember would be peak late-Tenth 

Order Emperors. 

 

Moreover, she was already the leader of the Demon World! 

 

After hearing that the little cow had never heard of his master, Zhou Tianyu felt a wave of relief wash 

over him. However, a sense of rage rose in his heart. 

 

Too bad for him, the little cow was too lazy to explain further, and she raised her leg to smash Zhou 

Tianyu into the ground. 

 

When the experts from the Devil Emperor Sect saw Zhou Tianyu’s corpse in the ground, they felt a bomb 

going off in their heads. Zhou Tianyu was killed?! 

 

Huang Xiaolong looked at Zhu Sijia, and he chuckled, “I had told you earlier that you can look for me if 

you run into any difficulties.” He turned to leave with the little cow after he spoke to her. 

 

Zhu Sijia hesitated for a moment, and she stuttered, “You guys... you guys should leave Saint Devil City 

right now! Zheng Hao is a high-level Emperor! He has always sided with the people on his side, and 

there is no way he will let you guys off after killing his disciple! Also, the Devil Extermination Gate will 

pass down the order to hunt you guys down!” 



 

She could see that Huang Xiaolong was no ordinary individual. Still, according to her, no matter how 

extraordinary Huang Xiaolong’s identity was, he wouldn’t be able to resist the kill order from the Devil 

Extermination Gate. 

 

The Devil Extermination Archdevil Ancestor was the head of the Devil Extermination Gate. As one of the 

twelve Archdevil Ancestors, he would be able to call upon a huge amount of strength if anything were to 

happen. Offending the Devil Extermination Gate was akin to offending half of the Devil World. If that 

were to happen, Huang Xiaolong wouldn’t live unless he managed to gain the protection of the 

Heavenless Devil Legion. 

 

Huang Xiaolong nearly burst out laughing in response. “Relax. It’s just the Devil Extermination Gate. I’ll 

remain in the Saint Devil City for several more days and leave after getting what I want.” 

 

When everyone looked at Huang Xiaolong’s departing figure, they couldn’t help but start to speculate 

his true identity. 

 

“Who is that black-haired kid? Isn’t he acting a little too arrogantly? He dares to offend the Devil 

Extermination Gate without batting an eyelid! Could he be the young master of an ancient sect?!” 

 

“Even if he is, anyone who offends the Devil Extermination Gate won’t be able to live for long. The Devil 

Extermination Archdevil Ancestor is one of the twelve great Archdevil Ancestors!” 

 

Zhu Sijia stood rooted to her spot as she sank deep into her thoughts. 

 

“Senior sister, let’s go. That brat is looking to die if he killed Zhou Tianyu in front of everybody. He would 

definitely turn into Zheng Hao’s target.” 

 

“That’s right. If he really runs away, Zheng Hao wouldn’t be able to find him. We might even be dragged 

into the mess! It’s great that that brat wants to remain in Saint Devil City. He can take on the Devil 

Extermination Gate’s rage.” Another disciple gloated. 

 

Zhu Sijia shook her head, and she remained silent as she left with the members of the Devil Emperor 

Sect. 



 

Before Huang Xiaolong could actually leave the area, a group of people approached Huang Xiaolong. 

When everyone around saw the insignia on their clothes, a huge circle formed around Huang Xiaolong. 

 

“I am the young master of the Blue Flames Devil Sect.” The man in the lead cupped his fists and greeted 

Huang Xiaolong with a smile. “Is there a way for me to address fellow brother? Our meeting was fated, 

and I wonder if I can have the opportunity to invite fellow cultivators to the nearby inn for a drink?” 

 

The Blue Flames Devil Sect was one of the ancient sects. They were as strong as the Hundred 

Transformation Sect from the past. Regardless of the strength of connections, they were a notch higher 

than the Devil Extermination Gate. The only reason they weren’t ranked was because of their reclusive 

nature. 

 

It was clear that the young master of the Blue Flames Sect, Chen Qijie, wanted to befriend Huang 

Xiaolong. 

 

“Fellow brother?!” The little cow snorted with disdain. “Kiddo, are you sure you can address us as fellow 

brothers? Even if your old ancestor came, he wouldn’t have the courage to invite us over to the inn for a 

drink!” 

 

 

Chapter 2085: Hurry Up and Investigate! 

When everyone saw Chen Qijie inviting Huang Xiaolong for a drink, they stared at him as though they 

were looking at a monster. 

 

That was the young master of the Blue Flames Devil Sect they were talking about! If Huang Xiaolong 

could get the Blue Flames Devil Sect to back him, Zheng Hao would have to think twice if he wanted to 

cause trouble for Huang Xiaolong. 

 

Just as they stared at Huang Xiaolong with looks of envy, their minds nearly crumbled when they heard 

how the little cow said that even their old ancestor wouldn’t have the qualifications to invite them for a 

drink. 

 



Moreover, there was also something about how Chen Qijie wasn’t qualified to address Huang Xiaolong 

as ‘fellow brother!’ 

 

Everyone stared at the group of three in shock. What in the world was going on? 

 

The old ancestor of the Blue Flames Devil Sect wasn’t qualified to invite them for a drink?! 

 

When Zhu Sijia heard what the little cow said, she nearly tripped over herself. 

 

Chen Qijie stared at the three of them with a stunned expression plastered on his face. He initially 

thought that they would jump at the chance to accept his invitation. One had to know that even 

ancestor-level figures in the superpowers wouldn’t be able to receive an invitation from him. 

 

An awkward expression appeared on his face as a trace of rage slowly boiled in his heart. 

 

No one had ever dared to slight him with his status, especially when he personally invited them for a 

drink. 

 

Of course, when the little cow spoke about how the Blue Flames Old Ancestor lacked the qualifications 

to invite them for a drink, she wasn’t kidding. However, Chen Qijie had no idea what they were talking 

about. Moreover, the little cow was merely Huang Xiaolong’s mount! 

 

“Preposterous! What did you just say?!” One of the experts behind Chen Qijie flared up when he heard 

what she said. 

 

Before they could make a move against the little cow, Chen Qijie held up his hand and stopped them. 

 

“Alright, it seems like I’ve been too rude to all of you.” He suppressed the rage in his heart as he 

continued, “As the young master of the Blue Flames Devil Sect, I am unqualified to invite fellow 

cultivators for a drink. Goodbye.” After speaking, he led the experts behind him away. 

 

When they left, every single one of them turned around to glare at the little cow. 



 

When Huang Xiaolong saw Chen Qijie leaving, an indifferent expression once again returned to his face. 

The three of them no longer thought about it as they returned to the Skull Devil Sect’s headquarters. 

 

As soon as he left, the experts from the Blue Flames Devil Sect started to rage. One of them even raised 

his voice at Chen Qijie. “Young master, if not for you, I would have already beaten the both of them up! 

I’ll beat them till their mothers can’t recognize them!” 

 

Even though they could see that Huang Xiaolong and the others were strong, he felt that he could beat 

up the cow Huang Xiaolong was riding on. After all, he was a Second Order Emperor! 

 

Zhou Tianyu was merely a Heavenly Monarch, and even if the cow could send him flying, it didn’t mean 

that she could do the same to him! 

 

“That’s right!” Another expert harrumphed, “It’s his honor for our young master to personally extend 

him an invitation! How dare he reject our young master?! He really doesn’t know the immensity of 

heaven and earth!” 

 

A frosty voice escaped Chen Qijie’s lips. “There is no need for us to make a move. Zheng Hao and the 

Devil Extermination Gate will do everything for us. I merely appreciated the confident aura he emitted 

and wanted to pull him over to our side. Since he doesn’t know how to appreciate my kind intentions, I’ll 

just allow Zheng Hao to kill him. I can’t wait to see his miserable end!” 

 

“Get people to keep their eyes on Zheng Hao and the members of the Devil Extermination Gate. Inform 

me when they make their move. I would like to personally witness that arrogant brat’s end.” 

 

“Young master, please rest assured. We shall do as you command.” 

 

When Huang Xiaolong, the little cow, and Cang Mutian were entering the headquarters of the Skull Devil 

Sect, Zheng Hao received the report about how the members of the Devil Extermination Gate were 

slayed. Zhou Tianyu’s death was reported down to the last detail. 

 

“Did anyone find out that brat’s identity?!” Fire spilled out of Zheng Hao’s eyes as he questioned the 

disciple who made the report. 



 

“Not right now. However, according to Wu Qianzhen from the Thousand Despair Devil Sect, the little 

brat has some connections with Zhi Sijia of the Devil Emperor Sect. She’s Huang Zhe’s disciple...” 

 

Since the event had just happened, none of them had managed to gather detailed intelligence on Huang 

Xiaolong. 

 

Zheng Hao sneered when he heard that Huang Zhe was involved in it. “He knows Zhu Sijia? Huang Zhe, I 

haven’t killed your son... How dare you get people to kill my disciple?! You’re dead...” 

 

According to him, Huang Xiaolong’s slaying of his disciple had something to do with Huang Zhe. 

Otherwise, there was no way things would be so coincidental. 

 

“Has anyone found out where that brat went?!” 

 

“They are currently walking along Rainbow Avenue...” The disciple hastily made the report when he saw 

how incensed Zheng Hao was. 

 

A sinister smile appeared on Zheng Hao’s face. “How can they still be in the mood to shop? Whatever. I 

haven’t made a move in a long time. Let me show them the might of my Soul Breaking Blade!” 

 

Due to a series of fortunate events, Zheng Hao had managed to obtain the Soul Breaking Blade from one 

of the ancient sects. Even though it wasn’t a high-grade grandmist artifact, it was close. 

 

In an instant, Zheng Hao gathered dozens of experts from the Devil Extermination Gate and charged 

towards Rainbow Avenue. 

 

It didn’t take long before Zheng Hao, and the others arrived. 

 

“Hehe, Zheng Hao and the others sure move fast...” The little cow snickered the moment she felt their 

presence. 

 



With their level of strength, Huang Xiaolong, the little cow, and Cang Mutian felt them coming the 

moment they left their base. 

 

Cang Mutian chuckled softly, “You don’t have to make a move on these weak juniors...” 

 

The little cow sneered in response, “In the past, the twelve Archdevil Ancestors had relied on the 

Heavenless Archdevil Lord’s strength to carry out a wanton massacre in the Demon World. They killed 

too many of my descendants!” 

 

Cang Mutian stared at her in shock before shaking his head. It seemed as though the little cow was 

adamant about moving against the Devil Extermination Archdevil Ancestor. 

 

As whistling sounds echoed through the air, Zheng Hao and the other members of the Devil 

Extermination Gate charged through the skies towards Huang Xiaolong’s group of three. 

 

When the experts along the street felt the murderous vibe around Zheng Hao’s group, all of them ran 

away in fear. In the blink of an eye, a massive divide formed around Huang Xiaolong, the little cow, and 

Cang Mutian. 

 

Zheng Hao slowly descended as his gaze landed on Huang Xiaolong. 

 

“You brat!” Killing intent burst out from Zheng Hao’s eyes. Just as he was about to decide Huang 

Xiaolong’s fate, the little cow raised her leg and stomped into the void. A massive foot came crashing 

down on Zheng Hao, and he turned into a bloody paste on the ground. 

 

Those experts, who had come with Zheng Hao, froze as they were planning to surround Huang Xiaolong. 

They stared at Ancestor Zheng Hao, whose body had already turned into meat paste. 

 

The experts who were running away just seconds ago stared at the scene before them with their jaws 

agape. 

 

“That... That looked like Ancestor Zheng Hao from the Devil Extermination Gate...” A stammer 

eventually broke out from the crowd. 



 

“There’s no way that’s true! Ancestor Zheng Hao is a mid-Seventh Order Emperor Realm expert!” 

 

All the experts from the Devil Extermination Gate felt their bodies freezing up as they fell into complete 

silence. 

 

When the little cow killed Zheng Hao with a single blow, an expert from the Blue Flames Devil Sect was 

laughing beside Chen Qijie. “Hahaha, it was right! Zheng Hao went looking for the kid! He even brought 

the various experts of the Devil Extermination Gate along with him!” 

 

After hearing the report, Chen Qijie turned around to order one of the disciples, “Go and gather the 

news. I want to know how miserably that brat died.” 

 

“Yes, young master!” 

 

Not too long after the disciple left, he ran back into the hall, nearly tripping over himself in the process. 

 

 

Chapter 2086: The Skull Devil Sect is his Backer! 

Seeing the disciple running back into the hall, Chen Qijie and the other experts from the Blue Flames 

Devil Sect felt a trace of suspicion appearing in their hearts. 

 

“Did you manage to find out what happened?” Chen Qijie snorted, “Don’t tell me Zheng Hao managed 

to kill that kid already.” 

 

A mid-Second Order Emperor Realm expert beside Chen Qijie laughed, “Zheng Hao is an expert at the 

Seventh Order Emperor Realm. Killing a junior is something he can do with a single breath. There’s 

nothing strange about it. It should be that brat’s honor to die at Zheng Hao’s hands. After all, Zheng Hao 

hasn’t shown off his skills in years.” 

 

The members of the Blue Flames Devil Sect nearly broke out into laughter as they discussed among 

themselves. 



 

“It’s too bad we failed to head over in time...” Chen Qijie sighed ‘regretfully.’ 

 

However, the messenger disciple opened his mouth as he gasped for air, “Young master, ancestors, 

that’s... that’s not what happened.” 

 

A frown formed on Chen Qijie’s face. “What do you mean that’s not what happened? Why are you 

stammering? Hurry up and spill!” 

 

The disciple didn’t dare to dally as he took a deep breath before saying, “Zheng Hao wasn’t the one who 

killed the young man!” 

 

“Who did it then?” Chen Qijie’s frown grew deeper, and a puzzled expression appeared on his face. 

 

It was clear that he didn’t get the other meaning behind the disciple’s report. 

 

“Zheng Hao is dead!” The disciple’s voice trembled as he forced the words out of his mouth. 

 

Zheng Hao is dead?! 

 

Chen Qijie and the other experts froze as they stared at each other in a daze. Chen Qijie took several 

deep breaths before opening his mouth like a wooden chicken, “What?! Why is Zheng Hao dead?!” 

 

“Zheng Hao was killed by that brat!” The disciple continued, “No... Zheng Hao wasn’t killed by the kid. 

He was killed by the cow!” 

 

Killed by the cow?! 

 

“The cow?!” The mid-Second Order Emperor from the Blue Flames Devil Sect felt his throat going dry, 

“Are you sure?!” 

 



He was the person who had wanted to beat the little cow up previously. Luckily for him, Chen Qijie had 

stopped him before he could do anything to the little cow. 

 

“Yes! Zheng Hao gathered the experts of the Devil Extermination Gate to surround the kid. Before he 

could say a single word, the cow stomped him to death!” 

 

Killed with a single stomp?! 

 

Chen Qijie and everyone else in the hall felt beads of cold sweat dripping down their forehead. 

 

They felt that it was incredible that the little cow had managed to kill Zheng Hao. When they realized 

that the little cow had killed a Seventh Order Emperor with a single stomp, a feeling of fear filled their 

hearts. How strong did she have to be in order to kill a Seventh Order Emperor with a single attack?! In 

that instant, everyone felt as though they had barely managed to crawl back from the gates of hell. 

 

What if Chen Qijie hadn’t stopped them?! What if they had actually tried to make a move on that cow?! 

Wouldn’t they already be... 

 

“You... you can leave. Continue to investigate everything you can about that young man.” Chen Qijie 

waved his hand and dismissed the disciple. He slumped into his seat as he fell deep into his thoughts. 

 

“Young Master, you don’t need to worry.” The Second Order Emperor comforted him, “Now that Zheng 

Hao is dead, the Devil Extermination Archdevil Ancestor will definitely make a move. He wouldn’t allow 

a high-level Emperor to fall without doing anything to the other party as that will only make his Devil 

Extermination Gate a laughing stock of the Devil World. If anything happens to the Devil Extermination 

Archdevil Ancestor, the Heaven Punishment Archdevil Ancestor and the others won’t sit by and watch. 

Don’t tell me that kid thinks that he can stand up to half of the Devil World with his miserable strength!” 

 

“Young master, that’s right!” Several other ancestors nodded their heads in unison. “He’s seeking death 

by killing Zheng Hao!” 

 

Chen Qijie nodded after hearing what they had to say. He felt as though their explanations were 

reasonable after thinking about it, and he heaved a sigh of relief. Even though he hadn’t formed any sort 



of enmity with Huang Xiaolong, he still felt as though the other party had disrespected him by declining 

his invitation. In his heart, he wanted nothing more than for someone to teach him a lesson. 

 

... 

 

After the little cow killed Zheng Hao, she was too lazy to mess about. With a single kick, she sent 

everyone from the Devil Extermination Gate flying. 

 

Regardless of their strength, every single one of them became specks of dust in the distance before 

disappearing completely. 

 

When everyone around saw the fates of the members of the Devil Extermination Gate, all of them 

sucked in a cold breath as they stared at the little cow. 

 

After getting rid of everyone, Huang Xiaolong and the others continued on their way to the Skull Devil 

Sect. Wherever they went, everyone made way for them. 

 

Not too long after they left, the news of the little cow wiping out all the experts of the Devil 

Extermination Gate started to spread like wildfire. The powers gathered in Saint Devil City were shocked 

when they learned the news. 

 

After all, Zheng Hao wasn’t an ordinary Emperor Realm expert. He was a high-level Emperor Realm 

expert! Moreover, he wasn’t the only one who died. All the Emperors who had followed him were killed 

too! 

 

Even though conflicts weren’t forbidden in Saint Devil City, killing others was! 

 

Huang Xiaolong’s party had killed several dozens of people, and all of them were the high-level 

combatants of the Devil Extermination Gate! 

 

“Who is that kid?! He dares to disregard the Devil Extermination Gate and challenge the authority of the 

Heavenless Devil Legion!” 

 



“Hehe, whoever he is, he’ll be dead by tomorrow.” 

 

Even if the Devil Extermination Gate doesn’t kill him, the Heavenless Devil Legion won’t allow him to 

continue living! 

 

Everyone started to discuss among each other as they looked forward to Huang Xiaolong’s death. 

 

... 

 

With how fast the news of the little cow’s massacre spread, Zhu Sijia and the others managed to learn of 

the news long before returning to their base. They stared at each other in silence for a long time. 

 

“Senior sister...” The disciple who was surnamed ‘Wang’ muttered under his breath, “This... This can’t be 

real, right?” 

 

Zhu Sijia remained silent when faced with his question. 

 

Not long after they learned about Zheng Hao’s death, another piece of fiery news started to make its 

way around the city. 

 

“The youngster who killed Zheng Hao and the others went into the headquarters of the Skull Devil Sect!” 

 

“WHAT?! Skull Devil Sect?!” 

 

Everyone felt as though their brains stopped moving when they heard about the Skull Devil Sect. 

 

Everyone who was waiting for the Devil Extermination Gate and the Heavenless Devil Legion to kill 

Huang Xiaolong fell silent, and their cries for him to be killed could no longer be heard! 

 

It wasn’t a secret that the Skull Devil Sect had thrown in their lot with Huang Xiaolong in the past. 



 

After all, the three Skull Ancestors had joined the battle in the Radiance World in the past. 

 

Ever since the battle in the Radiance World and the Darkness World, no one dared to utter Huang 

Xiaolong’s name in public. At that very moment, Huang Xiaolong’s name was a taboo word. In the eyes 

of many, he was a destroyer of worlds! 

 

“Skull... Skull Devil Sect?!” Chen Qijie’s expression sank when he heard the news. 

 

The experts of the Blue Flames Devil Sect stared at each other with a bewildered expression. 

 

“I would have never guessed for him to have the Skull Devil Sect behind him!” The Second Order 

Emperor piped up all of a sudden. “It’s no wonder he can act so arrogantly. It’s no surprise he dares to 

kill Zheng Hao and challenge the authority of the Heavenless Devil Legion!” 

 

There were other ancestors who were still unresigned to the fact that Huang Xiaolong had disrespected 

them, and one of them spoke up, “Even if he has a connection with the Skull Devil Sect, he’s still acting 

too arrogantly! The Saint Devil City doesn’t belong to the Skull Devil Sect, and neither does the Devil 

World!” 

 

Before long, another piece of breaking news entered the ears of everyone in the Saint Devil City. The 

Devil Extermination Archdevil Ancestor had gathered all the ancestors in the Devil Extermination Gate 

and they were headed for Saint Devil City. Wang Teng, the Grand Commander of the Heavenless Devil 

Legion had also gathered the experts of the army to charge over to Saint Devil City. 

 

As soon as the news broke, Saint Devil City shook. 

 

 

Chapter 2087: Arrival of the Devil Extermination Archdevil Ancestor 

When Chen Qijie heard how the experts of the Devil Extermination Gate and the experts of the 

Heavenless Devil Legion were headed for the city, he nearly broke out into laughter. 

 



“That kid really thinks that no one will dare to touch him if he hides in the Skull Devil Sect!” Chen Qijie 

sneered, “Right now, the Devil Extermination Archdevil Ancestor is killing his way over here, and so is 

Lord Wang Teng. Even the three Skull Ancestors won’t be able to protect him!” 

 

“With their speed, both superpowers will be able to arrive by tomorrow.” The Second Order Emperor 

Realm ancestor chuckled, “When the time comes, we’ll be in for a good show. Shouldn’t we go and grab 

a good seat before the area gets flooded with people?” 

 

A grin broke out on Chen Qijie’s face as he agreed, “We should.” 

 

... 

 

In the Skull Devil Sect’s main hall, the three Skull Ancestors were standing beside Huang Xiaolong 

respectfully. They reported all the information they had gathered about the Thirty-Six Petaled Green 

Lotus and the Concealed Scripture Devil Stele. 

 

After the report, they continued to speak about the happenings in the city. They also mentioned that 

the Devil Extermination Archdevil Ancestor and Wang Teng were rushing over with their faction’s 

experts. 

 

When Huang Xiaolong heard that the two of them were leading a whole bunch of experts over, an 

indifferent expression appeared on his face as he dismissed the three ancestors. “Alright.” 

 

“It seems like the news of them rushing over has already spread throughout the city.” The little cow 

laughed, “Everyone is rushing over to watch the show!” 

 

There were tons of people gathered outside the Skull Devil Sect’s headquarters. It was impossible to 

hide from their divine senses, and the little cow could even count the number of people outside if she 

wanted. 

 

Cang Mutian chuckled, “I’m afraid that these little brats are going to be disappointed.” 

 



Huang Xiaolong decided to change the topic as he spoke about their future plans. “If we can’t find traces 

of the Thirty-Six Petaled Green Lotus or the Concealed Scripture Devil Stele, we’ll leave Saint Devil City 

and head towards Floating Light City.” 

 

Floating Light City was also a super city located in the Devil World. It wasn’t too far from the Saint Devil 

City. 

 

There were a total of eighteen cities located in the Devil World’s Holy Ground. 

 

Huang Xiaolong refused to believe that he wouldn’t be able to locate both treasures if he searched 

through the entire holy ground. 

 

However, Huang Xiaolong knew that it would take him several months if he wanted to search through 

every inch of the land. 

 

A night passed uneventfully as the rays of light eventually broke through the darkness. 

 

By this time, a whole bunch of experts from various superpowers were already gathered around the 

headquarters of the Skull Devil Sect. Similar to the ancestors of the Blue Flames Devil Sect, everyone was 

eager to watch Huang Xiaolong suffer. 

 

Chen Qijie of the Blue Flames Devil Sect was sitting in one of the balconies of the inn opposite the Skull 

Devil Sect. It was an amazing spot, and he would be able to watch everything that happened in the Skull 

Devil Sect the moment everything went down. 

 

“Young Master, we received news that the Devil Extermination Archdevil Ancestor and Lord Wang Teng 

have already arrived in the city. They are currently heading towards the Skull Devil Sect’s headquarters! 

They will be here in half an hour!” The Second Order Emperor reported excitedly. 

 

Chen Qijie savored the snacks offered at the inn as he chuckled, “There’s no need to be anxious! The 

show is finally about to start!” 

 

Half an hour passed in the blink of an eye. 



 

A horrifying pressure appeared in the distance as it slowly made its way towards the Skull Devil Sect. 

 

“The Devil Extermination Archdevil Ancestor and Lord Wang Teng are here!” Everyone started to clamor 

when they felt the suffocating pressure crushing down on them. 

 

Chen Qijie and the others stared at the black cloud that was slowly making its way over as a smile 

appeared on their faces. Countless experts formed the black cloud, and instead of being a black cloud, it 

was more appropriate to call it a black sea. 

 

Along with their arrival, everyone felt as though a mountain was pressing down on their chests, making 

it hard to breathe. 

 

Soon, the earth started to shake. 

 

The Heavenless Devil Legion marched through the land on their mounts, and with each stomp, the 

resonance with the earth became stronger, and so did the shaking. 

 

Several weaker God King Realm disciples felt their hearts trembling as the blood in their bodies started 

to roll. Their faces became deathly white as an expression of fear filled their eyes. 

 

“It’s the Devil Blood Battallion!” Someone in the crowd yelled. 

 

Everyone couldn’t help but feel a sense of fear welling up deep in their hearts. 

 

The Heavenless Devil Legion was formed by one hundred battalions. The Devil Blood Battalion was the 

strongest battalion among them! 

 

In the past, the Devil Blood Battalion had destroyed superpowers one after another under Wang Teng’s 

lead. They had massacred ancient races after ancient races without leaving so much as a fly alive. 

 



It didn’t matter who they were. Even experts of other worlds would feel a sense of unprecedented fear 

welling up in their hearts when the Devil Blood Battalion was brought up. 

 

The Devil Blood Battalion was made up of one million soldiers, not a single one more. However, a million 

of them was enough to block off an army several hundred billion strong! 

 

Even young masters of superpowers like Chen Qijie felt his expression changing when he saw the 

members of the Devil Blood Battalion. 

 

“I never expected Lord Wang Teng to personally bring the Devil Blood Battalion over!” 

 

However, an expression of joy soon appeared on Chen Qijie’s face. “That’s great! Hahaha! Even the 

three Skull Ancestors won’t be able to protect that brat now!” 

 

“The Devil Extermination Gate brought along so many Emperor Realm experts! A hundred and sixty-two 

of them have come! That’s basically all the strength they have left, and every single ancestor-level figure 

is here!” Another expert exclaimed in surprise. 

 

Zhu Sijia, Huang Zhe, and the others were also present. When they saw the extravagant lineup brought 

by Wang Teng and the Devil Extermination Archdevil Ancestor, they couldn’t help but feel the blood 

draining from their faces. 

 

Even experts from other superpowers felt their legs going soft. 

 

Standing in front of the Devil Blood Battalion and the experts of the Devil Extermination Gate were 

Wang Teng and the Devil Extermination Archdevil Ancestor. The Devil Extermination Archdevil Ancestor 

stood half a step behind Wang Teng as the devil qi on their bodies enveloped the area. It was mostly so 

for Wang Teng as his Sovereign’s will filled Saint Devil City. 

 

“Let’s go! Follow me. We will pay our respect to Senior Devil Extermination and Lord Wang Teng!” Chen 

Qijie snapped back to attention as he got to his feet. 

 



The members of the Blue Flames Devil Sect rushed out of the inn, and they hastily paid their respects to 

the two seniors. 

 

Ignoring everyone who came to pay their respects, Wang Teng and the Devil Extermination Archdevil 

Ancestor stared at the headquarters of the Skull Devil Sect with a solemn expression. There was even a 

trace of wariness in their eyes. 

 

When Chen Qijie and the others saw the look in Wang Teng’s eyes, they couldn’t help but feel a little 

suspicious. However, none of them overthought matters. 

 

Very quickly, the two of them arrived at the entrance of the Skull Devil Sect. 

 

Huang Xiaolong, who was sitting in the headquarters’ main hall, finally stood up as he turned to speak to 

the little cow and Cang Mutian, “They’re here. Let’s head out.” 

 

The three of them left the main hall with the three Skull Ancestors trailing closely behind. There were no 

disciples of the Skull Devil Sect present. 

 

When they finally arrived at the entrance, the three Skull Ancestors personally opened the gates. 

 

Seeing as the three Skull Ancestors were the ones personally opening the gates, everyone present 

couldn’t help but stare at Huang Xiaolong and the others in shock. Under the shocked gazes of everyone 

present, the trio slowly walked out of the headquarters. 

 

 

Chapter 2088: Appearance of the Origin Treasure 

“Young Master, that brat came out!” The Second Order Emperor from the Blue Flames Devil Sect piped 

up all of a sudden. 

 

Chen Qijie nodded his head as he chuckled sinisterly, “It seems like the three ancestors know that it’s 

useless to protect him. They are actually presenting him to Lord Wang Teng and Senior Devil 

Extermination.” 

 



Zhi Sijia couldn’t help but reveal a look of worry when she saw Huang Xiaolong’s appearance. Even 

though they had merely brushed past each other in the mountain range, she felt that she was somewhat 

responsible for his predicament. Naturally, she didn’t wish for any harm to befall Huang Xiaolong. 

 

Just as everyone thought that Wang Teng and the Devil Extermination Archdevil Ancestor were about to 

make a move, the two of them fell to their knees before Huang Xiaolong. A respectful greeting left their 

lips. “Wang Teng, Tai Kang, greets Your Majesty, the King of Hell!” 

 

Chen Qijie and the others froze in their spot. 

 

The Second Order Emperor from the Blue Flames Devil Sect felt his blood running cold as he stared at 

the scene before him. 

 

Zhu Sijia was no different. Of course, her junior brother and the other members of the Devil Emperor 

Sect felt the world turning three hundred and sixty degrees. 

 

“King… King… King of Hell?! Your Majesty?!” Chen Qijie stared at Huang Xiaolong as he felt his brains 

exploding. 

 

The Devil Blood Battalion’s army of one million men fell to their knees as they greeted in unison, “The 

Devil Blood Battalion greets Your Majesty, the King of Hell!” Their voices rang as one, and the 

soundwave nearly caused the nearby structures to collapse. 

 

“We greet Your Majesty!” 

 

The one hundred and sixty-two Emperors of the Devil Extermination Gate kneeled down as well. With so 

many Emperors among them, the commotion they caused was no less than the Devil Blood Battalion. 

 

When Chen Qijie and the others saw the majestic scene before their eyes, they felt their hearts 

cramping up. 

 

He finally realized the true meaning behind the little cow and Huang Xiaolong’s words. 

 



When everyone swallowed their saliva in disbelief, Wang Teng and the Devil Extermination Archdevil 

Ancestor turned to the little cow and greeted, “Wang Teng, Tai Kang, greet Your Majesty, Lord Demon!” 

 

Lord Demon was the name the little cow had given herself after ascending to her position as the leader 

of the Demon World. 

 

She was the leader of trillions upon trillions of demonic monsters! 

 

“Lord Demon?!” Chen Qijie felt muscles twitching and going out of control. 

 

Of course, Wang Teng and the Devil Extermination Archdevil Ancestor couldn’t ignore Cang Mutian’s 

presence. “Wang Teng, Tai Kang, greet Lord Cang Mutian!” 

 

“Cang… Cang Mutian!” 

 

The strongest expert of the Kingdom of Devil Beasts! He was an overlord comparable to the Heavenless 

Archdevil Lord of the past! 

 

Everyone felt a bomb going off in their heads when they heard the greetings. 

 

Huang Xiaolong, the King of Hell! Old Ancestor Azure Cow, the leader of the Demon World! Cang 

Mutian, the strongest expert of the Kingdom of Devil Beasts! 

 

Several experts managed to recover from their shock as they fell to their knees. “We greet Your 

Majesties, the King of Hell, Lord Demon, and Lord Cang Mutian!” 

 

Countless cultivators followed their lead as everyone in the street slowly fell to their knees. 

 

Even Huang Zhe and the other members of the Devil Emperor Sect got to their knees. Zhi Sijia felt her 

heart pounding in her chest as she stared at the ground under her knees, and she felt as though her 

heart was about to jump out of her chest. 

 



She suddenly remembered what Huang Xiaolong had told her outside the mountain range! He had even 

said that she could look for him if she ran into any difficulties in the future! 

 

Previously, she had felt that her junior brother was right. Huang Xiaolong was indeed acting a little too 

arrogantly. After all, they were disciples of the great Devil Emperor Sect! If there were problems they 

failed to solve, it was highly unlikely a random person she met outside a mountain range would be able 

to help her. 

 

However… Huang Xiaolong was no random person! 

 

When everyone fell to their knees, Chen Qijie was the only person frozen to his spot as he stared at 

Huang Xiaolong with a dumbfounded expression. Several experts of the Blue Flames Devil Sect hastily 

grabbed at his sleeves to pull him back to reality. 

 

When Chen Qijie saw the sea of people on their knees before him, he felt a complicated feeling rushing 

through his heart. He dropped to his knees in fright, and he didn’t dare to look at Huang Xiaolong. 

 

Previously, he was enraged when the little cow had said that he wasn’t qualified to invite Huang 

Xiaolong for a drink. Right now, he felt nothing but regret and fear as cold sweat drenched his clothes. 

 

The members of the Blue Flames Devil Sect felt at a loss as they didn’t know what to do. Panic filled their 

hearts. 

 

“Get up.” Huang Xiaolong swept his gaze across everyone and said. 

 

Wang Teng and Tai Kang were the first to get to their feet, followed by the members of the Heavenless 

Devil Legion and the Devil Extermination Gate. Everyone else eventually rose to their feet. 

 

Half a day later… 

 

Wang Teng and Tai Kang led the members of their respective factions and left the headquarters of the 

Skull Devil Sect. 

 



All the experts who were gathered around had long since made themselves scarce after greeting Huang 

Xiaolong and the others. 

 

In the past, when Shi Ming and Chiyou had surrounded Huang Xiaolong, Wang Teng, and the Heaven 

Punishment Archdevil Ancestor had joined forces to push them back. Huang Xiaolong had never 

forgotten the favor they have shown him in the past. Now that Wang Teng had appeared before him 

once again, Huang Xiaolong wasn’t stingy as he gave Wang Teng several bottles of the Angel Soul Jade 

Divine Pills and some top-grade chaos spirit stones. 

 

Even someone like Wang Teng felt his hands trembling when he received the treasures from Huang 

Xiaolong. His heart was filled with nothing but gratitude when he looked at the kid he had once saved in 

the past. 

 

He was extremely clear about the value of the Angel Soul Jade Divine Pills. Moreover, top-grade chaos 

spirit stones were absolute treasures. Even overlord existences like the little cow and Cang Mutian 

treasured high-grade chaos spirit stones, not to mention top-grade ones. 

 

It was rumored that the only person who possessed top-grade chaos spirit stones was Lord Wan Shi 

from the City of All-Heavens. 

 

Of course, even though Lord Wan Shi had some, he definitely wouldn’t take it out easily. Despite the 

value of the top-grade chaos spirit stones, Huang Xiaolong took them out in order to thank Wang Teng 

for his help in the past! 

 

As for the Devil Extermination Archdevil Ancestor, the little cow didn’t make things difficult for him. No 

one was at fault in the past. The little cow couldn’t possibly exterminate the Devil Extermination Gate 

just because of a feud they had in the past. After all, Huang Xiaolong was about to succeed as the 

Heavenless Archdevil Lord to take control of the Devil World. It wouldn’t be good if she exterminated a 

superpower under his rule. 

 

... 

 

When Wang Teng and Tai Kang left, the three Skull Ancestors hastily returned to report to Huang 

Xiaolong about the Four Spirits Jade Zoysia’s appearance. According to them, it had appeared in the 

Twin Devil Mountain Range! 



 

“Twin Devil Mountain Range!” Huang Xiaolong and the others sucked in a cold breath. 

 

The Twin Devil Mountain Range was one of the largest mountain ranges in the Saint Devil Region, and it 

was located a fair distance away from Saint Devil City. The Twin Devil Mountain Range had gained its 

fame as it was the location where the Heavenless Archdevil Lord had entered the Sovereign Realm. 

 

“Let’s go!” 

 

Since they had already confirmed the location of the Four Spirits Jade Zoysia, Huang Xiaolong no longer 

hesitated. Huang Xiaolong and everyone present in the hall left for the mountain range. 

 

With the Ancient Heavenly Court’s speed, they arrived at the Twin Devil Mountain Range in an hour. 

 

When they arrived, Huang Xiaolong, the little cow, and Cang Mutian could feel the fluctuations in the 

origin energy around the mountain range. As Sovereigns, they could easily feel what those Emperors 

couldn’t. 

 

“The fluctuation of the origin energy signifies that an origin treasure is about to be born!” The little cow 

nearly yelled with joy. 

 

“Since the Four Spirits Jade Zoysia is only a mid-level one origin treasure, the fluctuation of origin energy 

shouldn’t be so strong…” Cang Mutian frowned. “Unless…” 

 

“Unless there’s another origin treasure!” A brilliant light flashed through Huang Xiaolong’s eyes when he 

thought about the possibilities. 

 

Could it be?! 

 

The Thirty-Six Petaled Green Lotus?! 

 



Probably only an origin treasure at the level of the green lotus would be able to cause such a high 

fluctuation! 

 

At that very instant, Huang Xiaolong brought out the Ancient Heavenly Court as he tried to feel for the 

presence of the Thirty-Six Petaled Green Lotus. 

 

 

Chapter 2089: Thirty-Six Petaled Green Lotus 

With Huang Xiaolong’s energy pouring into it, the Ancient Heavenly Court started to emit brilliant rays of 

starlight that shone across the lands. 

 

Indeed! 

 

Along with the Complete Heaven Star Formation’s activation, Huang Xiaolong managed to feel the 

presence of the Thirty-Six Petaled Green Lotus. 

 

Huang Xiaolong leaped onto the little cow as he charged towards the location of the Thirty-Six Petaled 

Green Lotus. 

 

As Huang Xiaolong and his party were looking for the lotus, the news about the Four Spirit Jade Zoysia 

started to spread. After all, if the three Skull Ancestors could obtain information on it, so could the 

various other powers. 

 

“What?! The Four Spirit Jade Zoysia has appeared in the Twin Devil Mountain Range?! Quick! Gather all 

the ancestors! We are heading there right now!” 

 

“Pass down my order, all the ancestors to head for the Twin Devil Mountain Range! Report the news to 

the old ancestor!” 

 

It was as though the whole Devil World sprung into action at the mention of the Four Spirit Jade Zoysia. 

The Heaven Punishment Archdevil Ancestor, the Two-headed Devil Dragon Great Emperor, and other 

leaders led their experts towards the Twin Devil Mountain Range. 

 



The Twin Devil Mountain Range turned into the center of attention of the entire Devil World. 

 

Even the Violent Lightning Archdevil Ancestor and the old ancestor of the Hundred Transformation Sect, 

who had managed to escape in the past, charged towards the mountain range. 

 

Countless forces passed down an order for their disciples to obtain the Four Spirit Jade Zoysia. As long as 

they brought it back to their sect, they would become the personal disciple of the old ancestor! 

 

The rewards of bringing the Four Spirit Jade Zoysia back were naturally shocking. 

 

With a single order from their respective factions, the disciples started to search for the Four Spirit Jade 

Zoysia with never-seen-before fervor. 

 

“It’s right up ahead!” Huang Xiaolong used the Ancient Heavenly Court to detect the Thirty-Six Petaled 

Green Lotus’ presence and quickly locked onto a nearby mountain. 

 

As soon as they arrived, the three of them stared at the massive mountain beneath them. 

 

After carefully sensing the presence of the lotus, Huang Xiaolong brought the two of them to the back of 

the mountain. 

 

The peak of the mountain could only be described with a single word—majestic. The mountain peak 

pierced through layers upon layers of devil clouds. Shocking amounts of devil qi and frigid qi surged 

towards the mountain’s peak and gathered into a thick mist. 

 

On one of the cliff faces along the peak of the mountain laid a fully bloomed green lotus. There were 

thirty-six petals around it, and every single one seemed as though it was made from the finest jade. It 

emitted rays of resplendent green light as origin energy gathered all around the lotus. 

 

“The Thirty-Six Petaled Green Lotus!” 

 

Huang Xiaolong, the little cow, and Cang Mutian gasped in shock. 



 

“Nice! The lotus is currently transforming into its next form! It seems like it will be done with its 

transformation in two days!” The little cow’s breath quickened when she stared at the majestic flower 

before her eyes. 

 

Two days! 

 

Right now, the Thirty-Six Petaled Green Lotus was a mid-level four origin treasure. Wouldn’t it turn into 

a high-level four origin treasure after its transformation?! 

 

Huang Xiaolong felt a surge of joy welling up in his heart. 

 

That was a high-level four origin treasure they were talking about! No one had expected that another 

one would finally appear several billion years after the previous one had appeared! 

 

However, things would never go as planned as a massive python broke through the void and appeared 

before their eyes. A gale swept through the space they were in, and it attempted to swallow the three of 

them. 

 

No one had any idea how huge the entire python was. The only thing they could see was its massive 

head. It was comparable to an ordinary mountain, and only half its body was revealed. Even so, it was 

several tens of miles long. The python seemed like it could support the heavens as terrifying devil runes 

lined its body. 

 

The instant it appeared, the little cow exclaimed in shock, “Flying Devil Python!” 

 

Huang Xiaolong and Cang Mutian sucked in cold breaths when they heard its name. 

 

Even the natives of the Devil World, the three Skull Ancestors, jumped in fright as the blood drained 

from their faces. 

 

The Flying Devil Python was the Heavenless Archdevil Lord’s mount! 



 

Even though it didn’t possess a true dragon’s bloodline, it was a divine creature born from the heavens 

and earth. It had the most terrifying bloodline and physical body in the Devil World. In fact, the 

bloodline and physique of the Flying Devil Python were no weaker than the Heavenless Archdevil Lord! 

 

When the Heavenless Archdevil Lord had entered the Fourth Order Sovereign Realm and become the 

ruler of the Devil World, he had met the Flying Devil Python for the first time. A sudden urge to tame it 

crossed his mind, but he had to use almost everything he had in order to subdue it. Anyone could 

imagine the strength the python possessed. 

 

In the past, the Flying Devil Python had strength comparable to ordinary overlords. Right now, no one 

knew how strong it actually was. 

 

Since the Flying Devil Python was born from the world, it was able to hide itself by concealing its aura 

perfectly. Even overlords wouldn’t be able to detect the presence of the python if it didn’t want them 

to. Huang Xiaolong, the little cow, and Cang Mutian didn’t detect its presence because they were too 

careless. 

 

When they looked at the python charging at them, Huang Xiaolong turned to speak to the little cow and 

Cang Mutian. “I’ll handle this!” After the words left his lips, he turned around and sent a punch towards 

the incoming python. 

 

Boom! 

 

A sharp cry escaped the python’s lips as Huang Xiaolong’s fist landed on its forehead. It slammed into a 

nearby mountain peak, turning it into a fine dust. 

 

The body of the Flying Devil Python appeared before their very eyes after Huang Xiaolong sent it flying. 

When the little cow and Cang Mutian saw its true appearance, they couldn’t help but suck in a cold 

breath. They had seen it in the past, but compared to the time it was the Heavenless Archdevil Lord’s 

mount, its body was much thicker and sturdier than before. 

 

Even though the Flying Devil Python had a monstrous physique stronger than all of the Archdevil 

Ancestors, it was nothing compared to Huang Xiaolong’s saint physique. 



 

Of course, the reason Huang Xiaolong wanted to take care of the Flying Devil Python personally was the 

same as the Heavenless Archdevil Lord in the past. He wanted to subdue it in order to make it part of his 

fighting force. 

 

He could see that the Flying Devil Python was already at the overlord level. Even though it was only at 

the early-Fourth Order Sovereign Realm, it was the Heavenless Archdevil Lord’s mount in the past. It 

would definitely be of help when Huang Xiaolong wanted to unify the Devil World. 

 

The little cow and Cang Mutian took several steps back when they saw Huang Xiaolong engaging in 

battle with the python. They returned to protect the Thirty-Six Petaled Green Lotus, not allowing the 

shockwaves of the battle to disrupt its transformation process. 

 

When Huang Xiaolong fought against the Flying Devil Python, the shockwaves of the battle quickly 

started to spread. The experts crawling about the Twin Devil Mountain Range quickly noticed their 

presence. 

 

“This... This is a battle between Sovereigns!” Several high-level Emperors yelled in shock. 

 

The expressions on the faces of the God King Realm and Heavenly Monarch Realm disciples changed. 

 

“They might have found the origin treasure already! Hurry! Report back to the old ancestor!” Several 

disciples rushed to make their report. 

 

Soon, everyone learned about the news, and they rushed towards the battlefield Huang Xiaolong was at. 

 

“Sovereign Realm expert?” Chen Xie felt a sense of unease in his heart when he rushed over to the 

scene. 

 

“So what if they are Sovereign Realm experts? Only those who are fated will be able to obtain the origin 

treasures!” The Violent Lightning Archdevil Ancestor sneered, “This time, I am sure that we will be able 

to obtain both stalks of the Four Spirit Jade Zoysia. With them, we will definitely be able to enter the 

Sovereign Realm!” 



 

 

Chapter 2090: Four Spirit Jade Zoysia 

Chen Xie, the Hundred Transformation Sect’s old ancestor, laughed and nodded his head, “That’s true. 

An origin treasure like the Four Spirit Jade Zoysia will definitely fall into the hands of those fated to 

obtain it. We have already been stuck at the peak of the late-Tenth Order Emperor Realm for such a long 

time, and we will be able to break through to the Sovereign Realm with a little push! Right now, we are 

the most fated ones to obtain the Four Spirit Jade Zoysia!” 

 

However, Chen Xie’s expression soon fell. “I’ve heard that Huang Xiaolong appeared in Saint Devil City.” 

 

When they heard his name, both of them felt a sense of fear and hatred blooming in their hearts. Huang 

Xiaolong had killed their disciples and experts loyal to them. They were the only ones who had managed 

to escape. 

 

Of course, they had only managed to escape due to a stroke of luck. Otherwise, they would have long 

since died at Huang Xiaolong’s hands. 

 

The Violent Lightning Archdevil Ancestor sneered, “Huang Xiaolong is nothing more than a crazed dog. 

He bites everyone he sees. However, he won’t be able to run around for much longer. I’ve received 

news that Lord Wan Shi is about to leave seclusion. With his strength, he will be able to crush Huang 

Xiaolong easily! Huang Xiaolong will die a miserable death at his hands!” 

 

“At that time, the Reverence Moon Old Man, the King of Grandmist, Old Ancestor Azure Cow, Cang 

Mutian, and the others will definitely be punished by Lord Wan Shi!” 

 

“Everyone related to Huang Xiaolong will perish!” 

 

“Now, as long as we obtain the Four Spirit Jade Zoysia, we will be able to enter the Sovereign Realm. 

After we submit to Lord Wan Shi, we will be able to take control of the Devil World after Lord Wan Shi 

kills that brat!” 

 



Chen Xie’s eyes lit up, and he chuckled, “That’s right! As long as we manage to enter the Sovereign 

Realm, we’ll submit to the City of All-Heavens! With good performance, Lord Wan Shi might just allow us 

to do so!” 

 

The two of them increased their speed as they sped towards the Twin Devil Mountain Range. 

 

... 

 

An hour passed in a flash, and after a massive battle, Huang Xiaolong finally took the Flying Devil Python 

down. 

 

When he finally subdued the Flying Devil Python, Huang Xiaolong heaved a sigh of relief. 

 

When the fight had just started, Huang Xiaolong had felt that it was extremely difficult to suppress the 

beast. Only when he summoned the five great devil steles did he manage to gain the upper hand slowly. 

With the Imperial Beast Devil Stele, he finally managed to subdue it. 

 

After seeing Huang Xiaolong’s successful attempt, the little cow and Cang Mutian heaved a sigh of relief. 

 

Riding on the head of the massive Flying Devil Python, Huang Xiaolong returned. 

 

“Hehe, big guy, we meet again.” The little cow stared at the giant python, and a smile appeared on her 

face. 

 

In the past, the little cow had fought with the Flying Devil Python several times, so they could be 

considered old acquaintances. 

 

Despite her ‘warm’ greeting, the Flying Devil Python responded with a heaven-shaking roar. It glared at 

the little cow with a look of hatred, and there was no doubt it hated the little cow with a passion. 

 

“Big guy, now that Heavenless is no longer around, you better behave yourself. I’ll skin you alive if you 

mess with me!” 



 

Huang Xiaolong looked at Cang Mutian, and the both of them nearly burst out laughing. 

 

“According to the Flying Devil Python, the Four Spirit Jade Zoysia is located in the valley ahead. The two 

of us shall head over to look for it!” Huang Xiaolong looked at the little cow and Cang Mutian as he said. 

 

The little cow nodded, “Alright. Mutian and I will remain here.” 

 

With the two of them, no one in the Devil World would be able to snatch the Thirty-Six Petaled Green 

Lotus. 

 

Huang Xiaolong was extremely clear about the strength the two of them possessed. With the two of 

them protecting the lotus, he knew that there wouldn’t be a problem. As such, he rode on the head of 

the Flying Devil Python and headed straight towards the valley. 

 

With their speed, the two of them would be able to arrive in the valley in less than half an hour. 

 

As they went looking for the Four Spirit Jade Zoysia, the group of experts slowly started to make their 

way towards the Twin Devil Mountain Range after noticing that the fluctuations in the air had 

disappeared. 

 

Twenty minutes later... Huang Xiaolong and the Flying Devil Python finally arrived in the air above the 

valley. 

 

“Are we here?” Huang Xiaolong stared at the valley beneath him and asked. 

 

The valley below them was extremely large, and it was filled with rolling devil qi. Bursts of light 

occasionally appeared from inside the valley, but no matter how hard Huang Xiaolong tried, he failed to 

locate the Four Spirit Jade Zoysia. 

 

“Yes, Your Majesty.” The Flying Devil Python replied. It could see the suspicion in Huang Xiaolong’s eyes, 

and it quickly explained itself, “The Heavenless Archdevil Lord was the one who planted the Four Spirit 

Jade Zoysia. It’s located in a jade cave at the bottom of the valley, and Lord Heavenless placed tons of 



restrictions at the entrance of the cave. Master has to personally break the restrictions before him to be 

able to feel them.” 

 

Huang Xiaolong’s eyes lit up after hearing the python’s explanation. 

 

In the next instant, the Flying Devil Python brought Huang Xiaolong as they shot towards the jade cave 

at the bottom of the valley. 

 

With less than ten breaths of time, Huang Xiaolong stood at the entrance of the cave. 

 

The entrance wasn’t big as it was located in the middle of a cliff face. Other than a hole in the cliff face, 

there was nothing else in the surroundings. If not for the fact that the Flying Devil Python was the 

Heavenless Archdevil Lord’s mount, Huang Xiaolong would have spent a huge amount of time locating 

the entrance. 

 

When he looked at the entrance of the jade cave, Huang Xiaolong’s Sovereign’s will formed the tiny 

chaos axe as he slammed it against the restrictions. 

 

With a massive explosion, the valley started to shake, and the earth trembled. 

 

“What’s going on?!” 

 

“Hurry up and head over there!” 

 

There was a group of experts from the Hundred Transformation Devil Sect and the Lightning Beast 

Valley in the area. As soon as they heard the commotion, they shot towards the valley. 

 

“Huh?” Huang Xiaolong stared at the restrictions around the cave, and he sucked in a cold breath. He 

didn’t expect the Heavenless Archdevil Lord to be able to set up such strong restrictions. 

 

Without any other choice, Huang Xiaolong slammed the tiny chaos axe towards the entrance once 

again. 



 

After several tries, a crisp shattering sound reverberated through the air as brilliant light filled the space 

around the cave. Four different colored lights shot towards the skies, and origin energy filled the valley. 

 

The experts stared at the four pillars of light before them, and a look of delight appeared on their faces. 

 

“There are four pillars of light! With the amount of origin energy pouring out from the valley, the Four 

Spirit Jade Zoysia is definitely there! Hurry up and report this!” One of the experts from the Hundred 

Transformation Devil Sect exclaimed in joy. 

 

“Report this to Lord Archdevil Ancestor!” The experts of the Lightning Beast Valley reacted quickly as 

well. 

 

When Chen Xie and the Violent Lightning Archdevil Ancestor received the news, they couldn’t help but 

go wild with joy. 

 

“I knew it! We were the fated ones! The Four Spirit Jade Zoysia belongs to us for sure!” The Violent 

Lightning Archdevil Ancestor roared with laughter, “Our chance has come!” 

 

A smile appeared on Chen Xie’s face, and he failed to hide the excitement he was feeling. “Quick! We 

have to head over there immediately! As soon as we obtain the Four Spirit Jade Zoysia, we shall look for 

a hidden location to break through to the Sovereign Realm!” 

 

The Sovereign Realm was something they had worked towards for several hundreds of millions of years. 

They had dreamed of breaking through many times in the past, and right now, their dreams were about 

to come true! 

 

The two of them increased their speed as they charged towards the valley. 

 

As for Huang Xiaolong, he looked at the two stalks of Four Spirit Jade Zoysia that slowly floated out from 

the jade cave before him. 


